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Here’s how dads can make a difference
By Kyle D. Pruett, M.D.

T

he most stunning change in the
American family over the past
generation is how men and women have altered their expectations
and behavior toward fathering.
It is now a major expectation among
new parents that they will share the responsibilities and decision-making of
childrearing, as well as the daily physical and emotional care of their infants
and children. Men from every walk of
life speak with conviction about wanting to father their children more actively than they were fathered.
Dads influence kids’ growth
What makes a dad so influential? How
does being an involved father actually
go about shaping a child’s maturation
and growth?
Father-influences may be especially
important precisely because they are
influences not of the mother. A dad
begins to enhance his child’s autonomy
by balancing the powerful pull toward
the mother. His very differentness as
a physical being—his smells, textures,
voice, rhythms and size—promote a
child’s awareness that it’s okay to be
different and that’s it okay to desire and
love the inherently different entities of
the world.
Researchers have also found that the
Let’s have some fun and jump on Dad’s back!
quality of interaction between a father
and his child counts more than the quantity. What’s most and dressing more intensely physical and playful than
important, it seems, is a dad’s sensitivity to his child’s needs many mothers would like, but most babies love this kind
of interaction.
and reactions.
What fathers do differently

n Fathers support novelty-seeking behavior by encour-

aging their children to explore the world around them
There are many differences among individuals and families, a bit more vigorously than mothers do (see page 3 on
of course, but here are some of the characteristic ways that the novelty-seeking trait). Dads are more likely to let kids
mothers and fathers tend to nurture children.
master tasks on their own before they offer help, while
n Moms tend to pick up their infants (usually to care for moms typically assist a fussing child earlier.
them) the same way over and over. Dads, on the other hand, n Mothers tend to discipline by emphasizing the relapick up their children to do something with them—and tionship and social costs of misbehavior: for example, “I
they pick them up differently each time.
can’t believe you threw your milk like that. How do you
n The “toy” a dad uses more often in play with a young think I feel having to clean this mess up?” Dads on the
child is his own body. Fathers also make everyday bathing
Continued on page 2...

Here’s how dads...

strength in dealing with stress
and the frustrations of everyday
life. They are less
rigid in the gender stereotyping
of their peers and
in their response
to other children
and to society in
general.

Continued from page 1

other hand discipline
more with what they
see as real-life consequences. For example:
“You’re going to have
trouble making friends
if you’re selfish with
your toys.”
n Fathers tend to use

more complex speech,
even with young children, than mothers do.
Dads do adjust their
speech pattern for infants, but when they
talk to preschoolers,
they typically use bigger words and longer
sentences.

n By the time

they start school,
children
with
hands-on dads
are better able to
wait their turn
for their teacher’s
attention. Young
children whose
fathers were inDads’ impact
volved with them
on a child’s
in a positive way
development
have also been
found to be less
n Infants who have
impulsive and to
had positive interac- Pete and his son Sam, hanging out in a pumpkin patch.
display more selftions with their fathers
mediate support in the face of frus- control, particularly in unfamiliar
are more likely to explore the
tration seems to promote adaptive social situations.
world around them with vigor and
and problem-solving competencies
n Researchers in the 1950s studinterest. They tend to be more cuin a child.
rious and less hesitant or fearful,
ied a group of five year olds, foespecially in the face of novel or n Children whose dads have regu- cusing on their feelings of symunusual stimuli. The combination larly changed their diapers, burped pathy and compassion for other
of a father’s more active play ini- them, rocked them to sleep and people. In a follow-up study 30
tiation and his somewhat less im- read to them enjoy a reserve of years later, they found that, as
adults, the strongest predictor of
empathic concern for others was
a high level of paternal care they
Lots of ways for a father to be involved
received as children.

A

s a dad, there’s nothing you can’t do for your baby—with the exception of breastfeeding. And even if your wife is breast-feeding, you can still carve out roles for
yourself such as bathing, burping, comforting and taking the baby out for a walk.
Here are some more ways to stay involved:

Keep up with the language of childrearing. Talk to other dads informally

or in support groups or parenting classes. Read articles and books. In too many
families, the woman becomes the “expert” and the dad feels excluded.
Spend time alone with your child, whatever stage of development he or she

is in. It can be fun to talk to your child while you’re doing errands or fixing something
around the house. Just make sure there are times when you turn off the TV and your
smart phone, walk away from your computer and give your child your undivided
attention.
Have contact with every aspect of your child’s life. Visit her or his class.

Meet teachers, other parents and other children. Have at least a fleeting contact with
an afterschool activity. If you’ve seen where your kids are and met their friends, you
will have more to talk about and more interesting conversations. u

—K.D.P.
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n

Children also benefit indirectly from paternal involvement.
When a mother feels supported
by a father, she is more patient,
flexible, emotionally responsive
and available to the children. Affectionate, facilitative fathering is
also associated with more positive
sibling interactions. u
—Adapted from the author’s
book “Fatherneed: Why Father
Care Is As Essential As Mother
Care for Your Child” (Broadway Books). Dr. Pruett is
clinical professor of child
psychiatry at Yale University
School of Medicine.

Tips for moms,
if dads are
not around

O

f course, not all children
have a father in their life
on a regular, or even irregular,
basis. In this situation, how does
a mother address her child’s
fatherneed?
It’s practically impossible for
a mom to fill this need all by
herself, just as it is for a father
to fill the motherneed all by
himself. But with the support of
caring, competent men in her life
and in her community, a mother
can provide opportunities for
ongoing and predictable physical, intellectual, spiritual and
emotional interaction with men—
experiences from which her child
will benefit immeasurably.
Here are some suggestions:
m Try to enlist surrogate dads—
brothers, uncles, grandfathers,
friends—to contribute a male
presence in your child’s life.
m If you are close to a family
with children around the same
age as yours, ask the father to
take your child on his round of
Saturday errands along with
his own.
m Look into afternoon or Saturday sports and art programs
that can provide your child with
a male coach or mentor. A Big
Brother program might also be
a source of friendship for your
child.
m Find books with male heroes
who are nurturing, kind and giving. Point out their good deeds
as you read.
m If you are divorced or
separated, resist the urge to
bad-mouth your child’s father.
Children have their own feelings
about their dad’s absence. They
deserve an image from you that
is not destructive—because kids
base their identity on both their
mother and father. u
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Interchange

Helping children through anxious times

Q

My family was not personally
affected by Hurricane Sandy,
but our kids have been frightened
by some of the images they’ve seen
on TV. I want to reassure them
that we’ll keep them safe, but it’s
hard to find the words sometimes.
—J.C., Lansing, MI

A

Yes, indeed. In situations like
this, you need to remind children that your job as a parent is to
keep them safe, and that you and
the other adults in their life will
always work very hard to do that.
Here are some suggestions:

tion in their own ways. Some
become sad and cry. Others listen
but quickly change the subject,
and then bring it up later, often at
bedtime. Some children just shrug
it off, but it doesn’t mean they
don’t care. Kids can only handle
so much at a time.

conceptions and inaccuracies, but
don’t overdo it with information a
child doesn’t need and can’t grasp.
Whenever possible, guide the talk
to heroes and heroism, to feats of
rescue, courage and sharing.

Be aware that children pick up
on your emotions. Calm yourself
When children, at any age, bring before you talk to your child, and
something up, don’t jump in with watch what you say to others that
an explanation. First, ask them they can overhear.
what they’ve heard, and listen to Limit access to scary images on
their answers. This will give you TV and other media. Young chilsome insight into what your child dren in particular may confuse
is thinking and what he or she fantasy and reality. When they
needs to hear from you.
see the same image over and over

Always be respectful of a child’s
individual reaction to a frighten- Answer kids’ questions at a level again, they think the event actuing event. Kids process informa- they can understand. Clear up mis- ally happened many times. u

research review

An ‘if-then’ strategy can be motivating

A

common list of New Year’s resolutions may go
something like this: “Eat less. Exercise more.
Quit smoking. Lose weight.” But that shorthand approach is too vague to be successful,
says psychologist Peter Gollwitzer of New York University. Try instead to be more specific. For example:
How much less will you eat and what will you eat?
How will you exercise and how often?
Dr. Gollwitzer has found this plan to be helpful
when it comes to building good habits and resisting
temptation. He calls it the “if-then” technique that
states precisely: If X happens, I will do Y.
So “eat less” might become something like “when
the dessert menu arrives, I’ll ignore it and order a
cup of coffee.” Or “exercise more” might become
“I’ll work out for an hour at the gym on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays before work.”
In a review of 94 studies that used the if-then
technique, Dr. Gollwitzer
found that it worked two
to three times better than
when it was not used.
The approach is helpful for just about any goal
you can imagine—from
being a more positive
thinker to using public
transportation more frequently. And the reason
is works so well is because
WFL January 2013 w www.workandfamilylife.com

it speaks the language of the brain—the language of
contingencies.
“Humans are very good at encoding information in ‘If X, then Y’ terms,” explains Heidi Grant
Halvorson, Ph.D. in Psychology Today. “Deciding
exactly when and where you will act on your goal
creates a link in your brain between the situation
or cue (the if) and the behavior that should follow
(the then).
Here’s another example: You keep forgetting to
tell your wife whether or not you’ll be home late.
An if-then plan could be: “If it’s 5 pm and I’m at
work, I’ll call my wife.”
The cue “5 pm at work” is wired in your brain
directly to the action “call home.” So when the if
part of your plan happens, the then part follows automatically. You don’t have to consciously monitor your goal, which helps your plan get carried out
even when you’re
preoccupied. That
makes it easier to
do, and it takes less
willpower.
See On the Job
on page 6 for specific
strategies to use to
make positive changes in the way you approach learning at
the workplace. u
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‘Novelty-seeking’
as a personality
trait has benefits

A

new study suggests that, in the
right combination with other
personality traits, novelty-seeking
can be a key predictor of well-being.
“It’s one of those traits that keeps
you healthy and happy and fosters
personality growth as you age,”
says C. Robert Cloninger, professor
of psychiatry and genetics at
Washington University in St. Louis.
He tracked people in the U.S., Israel,
and Finland using a personality test
he developed 20 years ago.
Dr. Cloninger found that when
you combine the novelty-seeker’s
curiosity and adventurousness with
persistence, the traits balance each
other. And it’s even better when you
add a third trait, called “self-transcendence,” which is the capacity to
get lost in the moment, doing what
you love to do.
The tendency for novelty-seeking
may be partly genetic, but it also
depends on our upbringing, culture
and stage of life. By some estimates, the urge for novelty drops by
half between ages 20 and 60. u
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ELDER ISSUES

Making homes safer and easier to navigate

S

even out of 10 older Americans who were able to make
changes to their homes have
made at least one modification that makes it easier for
them to get around, according to an AARP survey. Two
thirds of those polled said the
changes they made would allow them to live in their homes
longer—and 85 percent said the
changes were relatively simple, as
the top-10 list below suggests.
With the help of a handy person, many small home improvements can be easily made. If your
parents or other older relatives are
planning a home repair or major Time for a treat in Grandma’s safe, well-organized kitchen.
improvement project, here’s some
information to share with them.
m Take advantage of wireless
Low-investment changes
technologies. Most telephones
Top 10 home improvements
If your parents’ home lacks some these days allow you to program
The most common home im- of the modern safety features of a list of important numbers. Use
provements reported by older newer buildings, work with them phones with amplifiers and large
Americans include the following: to find and reduce or eliminate numbers. Check out the device
potential hazards. Here are some that turns on a light when the
—Installing grab bars in bath- changes that can be made for little phone rings.
rooms and showers.
or no financial investment:
m Make sure floors are easy to
—Replacing round doorknobs m Rearrange furniture for easy walk on or to roll over. Shag
with levered doorknobs that are passage. Make sure your parents’ or thick carpeting is hard to neeasier to open.
collectibles are not blocking hall- gotiate. Encourage your relatives
ways, doorways or stairs. Elimi—Installing levered faucets in nate all dangling cords. Get low to wear shoes or nonskid slippers
around the house. If door threshkitchen sinks.
tables out of the main traffic areas. olds cannot be removed, paint
—Adding handrails to both sides Put plants within easy reach for them a bright color to increase
of stairwells and on front and rear watering.
visibility.
steps.
—Removing raised-door thresholds that are so easy to trip over
and have contributed to many
falls.

Removing hazards in the kitchen

—Installing multi-function handheld shower heads with cords for
those who need to sit.

Put everyday items on lower shelves. Have a few nonbreakable, brightly colored
glasses and dishes within easy reach for daily use. Screw big cup hooks into a wall
low enough to reach. Label the contents of storage areas if a relative is forgetful.

—Adding a portable shower seat.

Rearrange appliances if space is available. If a counter is too high, try putting the
toaster, can opener, coffee maker and microwave on a table for easier access.

—Creating a first-floor bedroom
with bathroom and shower.

Make sure that no curtains, towels or other flammable objects are close to the stove.

—Widening doors to accommodate a wheelchair.

Modify utensils so they’re easier to grab.

—Building ramps for people who
use walkers and wheelchairs.
4

K

itchens can be dangerous for anyone who has a problem hearing, seeing or
moving around. Consider these tips:

Improve lighting. Older people need more light than younger people.

m Check out attics and basements. Try to reduce or eliminate
the need for your older relative to
use these areas. Place a light switch
at the top of basement stairs and
at the entrance to an attic. Install
stair rails or ramps. Repair uneven
flooring or broken steps.
m If

your parent uses a walker

or wheelchair,

make sure that all
daily activities can be easily done:
feeding a pet, using the bathroom,
washing dishes, emptying the trash
and looking through the peephole
to see who’s at the front door.
Making bathrooms safer
This is often the first room in the
house that needs to be modified.
Many older people add grab bars,
raise the toilet seat and replace
glass doors with a shower curtain
for easier access.
Stools or chairs can also be
used in the bathtub or shower and
in front of the sink. A hand-held
shower attachment makes hairwashing from a sitting position
more convenient. Replace springtype curtain or towel rods with
sturdier screw-in rods. An emergency call button is a good idea.
Online fall-prevention
resources
www . healthyagingprograms .
org Key in the words “fall prevention” for questionnaires, checklists
and fact sheets.
www.cdc.gov Key in “senior falls”

for tips on prevention.
www.nihseniorhealth.gov

Look
under the letter “B” on the home
page for balance problems.
www.strongwomen.com

Check
out “Vibrant Aging” under Fitness
Programs on the home page.
www.americantaichi.org

Think about ease of movement. An adjustable, wheeled stool or chair can make
food preparation and cleanup easier. u

Look
for a class in your area as well as for
DVDs and instruction books. (It’s
best to learn stances properly from
a teacher when you start out.) u
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parenting

What parents need to know about cyberbullying

A

decade ago, the word didn’t n Sign off the computer. It’s best
even exist, and today cyber- to ignore attacks and walk away
bullying is a pervasive prob- from a cyberbully.
lem in our children’s lives.
n Don’t respond or retaliate. If
n One in three kids say they were you’re angry, you might say nasty
cyberbullied—on an instant mes- things. Engaging with a bully only
saging (IM) service, a social net- fuels the fire. Plus, any response
working site, or while playing an can be circulated immediately.
online game.
n Block the bully. If you get mean
n Cyberbullying is most prevalent messages through IM or a social
among middle school children. networking site, take that person
More girls than boys report being off your buddy or friends list. You
cyberbullied.
can also delete messages from buln Girls often call each other lies without reading them.
names like “slut,” “whore” or n It the situation
“bitch.” Boys tend to make sexual- continues, save
ly explicit comments and describe the evidence.
other boys as gay. University of Print out
Arizona researcher Sheri Bauman b u l l y i n g
says, “The abuse boys encounter messages.
because of real or perceived sexual
orientation is pronounced.”
It shows up in many forms
Cyberbullying is like playground
bullying, but it’s done online or
with cell phones. It takes the form
of individual or group harassment,
public humiliation or both.
But unlike a playground fight
in which a bully targets one victim, cyberbullying is often a group
undertaking with an entire network of kids playing different roles
at different times: bullies, victims,
bystanders and “upstanders” (kids
who stick up for the victims).
The most common experience
is when someone forwards a private e-mail, IM or text message to
someone else or posts it publicly.
Cyberbullying can also take the
form of direct threats, both physical and social.
Stay-safe tips for kids
Here are some suggestions from
Caroline Knorr, parenting editor
at Common Sense Media (www.
commonsensemedia.org), to help
kids defuse a tense situation, protect themselves and, hopefully, put
a stop to the cyberbullying.

ambiguous or accidentally cruel.
Both can lead to misunderstandings. If a drama unfolds, ask your
child to call or speak face to face
with the friend to clear it up.

sonable demands escalate. Abusers
press people for their passwords
or sexy photos, or force them to
unfriend people the abusers don’t
like. They may also spread lies,
n Help kids be “upstanders” not impersonate someone or resort to
blackmail.
bystanders. Children may hesitate
to get involved, lest the bully turns If you suspect your child is being
on them. But there are ways for a harassed, Knorr advises:
child to work behind the scenes
n Start a discussion about online
to reach out to the victim, get an
adult involved and prevent more safety and responsible behavior.
Ask your child to check out web
cruel behavior.
resources like “That’s Not Cool”
n Make sure your child talks (www.thatsnotcool.com) and the
to someone (even if it is not National Teen Dating Abuse hot
you). Kids need responsible line (thehotline.org/is-this-abuse/
adults to confide in. Talk teens-and-dating-abuse/).
to your child about
n Be there for your child. Rewho he or she can go
to whenever trouble mind kids that you are available to
talk to. And while you’re at it, put
is brewing.
in a plug for other trusted adults
What is digital
who have the skills, desire and auharassment?
thority to help.
This form of cy- n Help kids set boundaries. Tell
b e r b u l l y i n g teens never to do anything outside
usually takes their comfort zone like sharing passwords or sending sexual photos.
If you think your child may be
harassing someone:
n Check up on him or her. Visit

your child’s Facebook page. Check
his or her cell phone to see what
kind of messages are being sent
and whether anyone is saying to
back off. Talk to other parents.
The parents of your child’s
OMG! I can’t believe they’re saying that about her!
friends may know something you
This could be important proof to place between two people in a ro- don’t know.
show parents or teachers.
mantic relationship. It’s when kids
and teens use cell phones, social n Have a zero-tolerance policy.
Essential tips for parents
networks and other communica- Establish family rules for media
n Teach empathy. Nothing drives tion devices to bully, threaten and use: no sexting, no hate speech, no
stalkerish behavior.
home a point faster than walking aggressively badger someone.
Lots
of
young
people
conduct
a mile in someone else’s shoes. If
n Reach out for help. Maybe it
your kids truly understand what healthy relationships and use their was meant as a joke with too much
someone else is going through, online and mobile lives to stay of an edge. Or maybe it was an
they’re less like to bully or to stand connected. But some relationships outright attack. But when it comes
by while others are being bullied. can become controlling and ma- to cyberbullying, you know it when
nipulative, and teens may use digiyou see it. For more information
n Talk about the line between
tal media devices to act out.
and help, visit commonsensemedia.
“funny” and “cruel.” Online
A few texts a day can turn into
communications can be purposely hundreds. Relentless and unrea- org and cyberbullying411.org. u
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on the job

Time to learn, stretch and grow in your work
By Sharon Gilchrest O’Neill, Ed.S.

T

he ability to learn and to keep
on learning may be the most
important skill we can have.
No matter what our job or
profession, whether we work in a
large corporation, small nonprofit
agency, government bureaucracy,
retail store, or our own firm or
shop, we need to stay on top of—
or, if possible, ahead of—the unrelenting acceleration of change and
expansion of knowledge that’s going on all around us.
Companies and organizations
are finding that the challenges of
change can only be met if people
are able to recapture their innate
ability to learn, and keep learning
on a continual basis.
Look for learning moments
To thrive in the workplace, grow
as individuals and help ensure
our company’s success, we need
to reflect on our own experiences,
be open to new perspectives and
question our assumptions. As Alexander Pope once wrote, “Some
people never learn anything, for
this reason, because they understand everything too soon.”
Just as when we were young
children, we still need to be alert
to our environment and sensitively
engaged with others—so we don’t
miss those moments of learning
that occur just as often outside the
formal settings of seminars, courses
and other training.
Make it a lifestyle choice
Continuous learning is an attitude,
a belief system and, ultimately, a
lifestyle we can choose—and the
beginning of a new year is a good
time to set some personal goals for
learning in your work and on the
job. Here are some suggestions:
u View your workplace as a collection of resources for learning.

Find and use as many of these
resources as possible.
6

u Continuously
authentic,

seek

out

constructive

from your supervisors, peers, clients, customers and subordinates. Accept
wholeheartedly a lateral move
to work in an area of greater
interest to you.
feedback

u Understand

your

own

learning style.

Do you learn
best by reading, watching or
listening?
u Listen when you usually
talk.

Talk when you really
have something to contribute.
And really listen. Take notes at
lectures and meetings.
u Master the art of inquiry.

Ask questions to gather information, not to illustrate your own
knowledge. Ask questions without
making arguments, accusations
or judgments. Ask questions with
meaning. Ask questions that are
creative and will help you and others proceed in the best way.
u

Have two books in progress—
one that’s related to work and one
that’s purely for pleasure.

Checking out a new time-saving app.

ity. Draw it, chart it, hang it up: do
whatever works for you. Make your
plan enjoyable. If it’s simply hard
work, you may procrastinate.
u

Ask the right questions. In
designing your learning plan, don’t
ask yourself, “What kind of training do I need?” Ask, rather, “What
kind of problems do I need to
solve?”
u Consider these questions in

does another kind of work. Ask
what steps he or she took to solve a
current workplace problem.

“What skills,
ability and knowledge do I want to
gain or improve?” “What learning
resources would I enjoy using?”

u Seek out coaches

u Make your plan personal as

u Spend a day with someone who

to provide
you with a sounding board. Find
role models and study their habits.
u Look

inward. Ask yourself
these questions: “How do I feel
about change?” “Do I adapt to it
readily?” “Do I anticipate change?”
“Am I courageous about making
changes?”

u Maintain a list of critical in-

your learning plan.

well as professional.

Expose your
family or friends to it and engage
them in it.
u Teach someone you work with

something you learned that excited
you. Teach it informally over coffee, at a meeting or in an article for
a company newsletter.
u Don’t take the it’s-not-my-job

in your own performance:
for example, think of the times
when you felt proud and the times
when you felt disappointed.

description attitude.

u Design a learning plan for

one thing you would choose

cidents

yourself.

Make it an annual activ-

Stretch the
boundaries of your knowhow and
skills.
u Learn exceptionally well the

if
you were only allowed to learn one
new thing this year.

u Find a collaborator.

Seek
out a mentor or coach or someone you can mentor, either informally or through a program
within your company.
u Build in a time for reflection, meditation or inquiry
every day.

Make it a mental,
not a physical activity—a time
to step back and think about
thinking. Make your workspace conducive to this kind
of contemplation.
u Be brave and watch yourself on video.

Eliminate one
bad habit that you noticed.
u Replace the old “on-thejob training” concept.

Make
it on-the-job learning instead.
In the words of philosopher
Eric Hoffer: “In time of drastic change, it is the learners
who inherit the future. Those
who have finished learning
find themselves equipped to
live in a world that no longer
exists.” u
—The author is a New York
licensed marriage and family
therapist and author of “A Short
Guide to a Happy Marriage.”
This article was adapted from
her book “Lur’ning.”
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Asparagus
is hailed as
‘perfect food’

D

id you know that festivals around the world
celebrate the emergence
of the asparagus crop
each spring? At least two
are held in the U.S., one
in Stockton, California,
and another in Empire,
Michigan. And back in
the 18th century, France’s
King Louis XIV had special
greenhouses built to keep
him in asparagus spears
throughout the year.
Asparagus is often hailed
as one of nature’s perfect
foods because it is so rich
in nutrients and bioactive
compounds such as folic
acid, vitamins B and C,
and an array of minerals.
It contains important
antioxidants with antiinflammatory properties
that protect the nervous
system.
Asparagus also has a
good taste naturally. It
cooks fast and is among
the foods that carry a low
burden of pesticides. On
the downside, it’s more
perishable than many
other vegetables.
When you’re buying
fresh asparagus, look
for smooth, bright green
spears of uniform thickness
with tightly closed tips.
To retain freshness for a
day or two in the refrigerator, lightly trim the stalks.
Either wrap them in a
damp paper towel or place
them upright in a jar with
an inch of water and cover
loosely in plastic wrap.
Asparagus tastes good
steamed or sautéed in
sesame or olive oil for a
couple of minutes (until
tender but still crisp). u

A HEALTHY YOU

Is there a best (fast, efficient) way to run?

R

unners everywhere would
like definitive answers to two
burning questions: Is there a
best way to run so you go the
fastest and use the least energy? Does
it help to run in minimalist shoes or
is it better to run barefoot?
Science writer Gina Kolata devoted a recent “Personal Best” column in The
New York Times to answering these questions. To that
end, she found Iain Hunter,
a biomechanics researcher at
Brigham Young University
who also works with the USA
Track and Field program.
Dr. Hunter was able to
photograph elite U.S. runners during the 10,000-meter
Olympic trials with a camera
that records 240 images a
second. So, if there’s a secret
to their success, he figured his
camera might show it.
But the results for both male
and female runners were all over
the place. Some landed heel first,
some midfoot, a few forefoot.
Some twisted their feet inward as
they hit the ground and others kept
their feet straight.

“None of these things were connected with performance, nor with
running economy,” Dr. Hunter
said.
That was good news in a way,
Kolata suggests, because studies
have repeatedly found that when

people try to change their natural
running style, they tend to use more
energy to cover the same distance.
And even elite runners follow their
natural style.
To answer the second question
about barefoot running or using

minimalist shoes, Kolata tracked
down another biomechanics researcher, Rodger Kram of the
University of Colorado.
Although barefoot runners say
that midfoot or forefoot running
is more efficient, Dr. Kram and
his students showed that
runners who wore very
lightweight shoes were
more efficient than those
who ran barefoot.
The research team
also reported that 10 millimeters of cushioning in
shoes was most effective
for running. The average
participant used about
two percent less energy to
run at the same speed for
the same distance with
that cushioning compared to running with no
cushioning.
Although many people think that lighter shoes are
better and some people think it’s
best to go natural—and run with
no shoes at all, Dr. Kram said,
“It’s not better [to run] without
any cushioning.” u

Experts weigh in on the sugared drinks debate

W

hen New York City health officials
banned the sale of supersized
sugared drinks in movie theaters and
restaurants, critics (and comedians) had a
field day—and the beverage industry cried
foul. Clearly, nobody likes to be told what
to eat or drink and how much.
But there’s new evidence that replacing
sugared drinks with water or sugar-free
substitutes really can slow weight gain in
children. And this is important, because
one-third of children in the U.S. (and
two-thirds of all adults) are overweight
or obese.
Recently the New England Journal of
Medicine published the results of two
clinical trials at Boston Children’s Hospital
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and VU University Amsterdam. Both studies lend credence to the idea that limiting
access to sugar-ladened beverages can
help reduce obesity among schoolchildren
ages 4 to 11 and also among teenagers.
“So many things are driving obesity that
changing any one is not going to reverse
the problem, but soda is a pretty darn
good place to start,” says Kelly Brownell,
director of the Rudd Center for Food
Policy and Obesity at Yale University. He
has argued in favor of a public policy like
the controversial measure in New York
City, as an “intervention” because it has a
wide impact on so many people.

was impressed that the two new studies showed that a single behavioral
change had an effect on weight gain,
but cautioned that curbing soda consumption “is not a
magic pill.“ u

Dr. Seema Kumar, pediatric endocrinologist at the Mayo Clinic Children’s Center,
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We recommend

Embracing our children for who they are

T

en years ago Andrew Solomon won the National Book
Award for The Noonday Demon, his brave and thorough
study of clinical depression. In
the years since then, Solomon
has interviewed 300 families with
children who have, as he puts it,
“extraordinary needs,” and he has
told their stories in a 700-page
book Far From the Tree.
The 10 different kinds of exceptional children in Solomon’s
study suggest the monumental
scope of his work. The book has
chapters on children who are deaf,
children with dwarfism, Down
Syndrome, autism, schizophrenia, multiple severe disabilities,

prodigies, children who were conceived in rape, those who commit
serious crimes and children who
identify as transgender.
But this is not a book about
raising kids with special needs.
It’s about a group of phenomenal
parents who learned to embrace
their children’s differences and who
have tried to open
the minds of others
about their child’s
condition.
Again and again,
the author shows
us that nothing is
more powerful in a
child’s development

than the unconditional love of a
parent. But the difficulties these
particular parents have faced are
not sugarcoated. Their honesty is
powerful, often heartbreaking.
Drawing on science and culture, Solomon shows that we
have a lot more in common with
each other—and with
individuals who seem
anything but normal—
than we may imagine.
Most of the parents
interviewed for the
book found meaning
and rewards in dealing
with a child who was
different. “They told
me it has given them

a so much richer life that they
wouldn’t have given it up for
all the world,” Solomon writes.
“There are many ways to exist
in this world and many different
ways to be happy.”
Solomon makes the case for
accepting one’s children for who
they are and for helping them become the best they can be. As one
critic noted: “This is one of the
most extraordinary books I have
read—brave, compassionate, astonishingly humane.”
Far From the Tree: Parents,
Children, and the Search for Identity (Scribner, hardcover, $37.50)
is available in bookstores, online
and Kindle edition $19.99. u
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